Object-Oriented Programming of Integrated Circuits

New programming architecture is revolutionizing how programmers control hardware circuitry.

The promise of field programmable integrated circuits (FPIC) is that they may someday allow end users to tailor hardware devices to their needs. But developing FPICs has traditionally been arduous, and procedural programming interfaces have limited the expansion of the installed base of ICs [2]. Enter Scott Savage, founder and president of Savage Innovations (www.oopic.com), who has developed the first object-oriented methodology for encoding FPICs. The new programming architecture, named OOPIC (Object-Oriented Programmable Integrated Circuits), is revolutionizing how programmers and the applications they develop control hardware circuitry.

The general-purpose OOPIC device facilitates hardware programming using common OO programming languages (Visual Basic, Java, or C). The technique, which integrates modern approaches from industrial, computer, electrical, and mechanical engineering, is already being taught in a handful of universities internationally, such as Camosun University in Canada, and Purdue and Princeton Universities in the U.S. OOPIC has spawned at least one company, Magnevation (www.magnevation.com/), as well as collaborations between Savage Innovations and several others.

The integrated circuit, one of the most technologically influential innovations of the twentieth century [3], is used primarily to control hardware. FPICs are valued by users, who include hardware programmers in telecommunications, industrial automation, robotics, computing, research, and instrumentation, because they are customizable to a specific application and facilitate adaptability through reprogramming. FPICs can also be repro-
grammed remotely; which greatly reduces network maintenance costs. Due to their portability, FPICs have expanded the population of developers to non-manufacturers.

The OOPIC programming environment typically involves a microcomputer, the OOPIC device, the controlled hardware device, connecting cables (from the microprocessor to OOPIC and from OOPIC to the target apparatus), and a power cord and source for OOPIC, as illustrated in the figure on the previous page. The OOPIC programming method was created so hardware programmers could capitalize on the inherent strengths of OO programming. OOPIC uniquely binds hardware circuitry with its software representations. Each programmable hardware component has a software object counterpart in the OOPIC programming environment. This includes FPIC-controlled hardware devices as well as the hardware elements contained on the OOPIC Controller.

Several hardware circuits are integrated into the standard OOPIC Controller: a five-pin programming connector that connects the OOPIC Controller to the PC printer port, a power connector, a 40-pin I/O connector, memory sockets, network connectors, and a prototyping area.

A performance comparison between OOPIC I and Basic Stamp I architectures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Maximum Instructions Per Second</th>
<th>Maximum Virtual Circuit Operations Per Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Stamp</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOPIC</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A performance comparison between OOPIC I and Basic Stamp I architectures.

apparatus, or it can be connected to external hardware components, computers, and other OOPICs using the I2C network protocol created by Philips Semiconductor. Relative advantages of the OOPIC technique over its predecessors are described here.

Ease of Use. The graphical user interface of the OOPIC programming environment is much easier to use than previous methods. For example, encapsulation facilitates information hiding, so users are not presented with irrelevant system properties during application use. By encapsulating programming artifacts, OOPIC uniquely does not require knowledge of electronics principles or hardware mechanics. Encapsulation also allows developers to interface with software objects that look and feel very similar, but that represent real-world hardware objects that are quite different structurally. This functional similarity between structurally dissimilar hardware objects makes hardware replacement much simpler with OOPIC. The GUI aspect of OOPIC has the potential for expanding the population of FPIC programmers to nonengineers, an effect that has implications for changing the structure of the FPIC market and industry.

Ease of Development. Two primary features of the OOPIC development environment simplify development of hardware controls. First, the OO environment allows systems analysts to conceive of complex programming environment artifacts, such as procedures, data, and hardware more logically than its procedural predecessors. Examples of logical procedures supported in the OOPIC object library are conversion functions, clocks, and random number generators. The primary contribution of the OOPIC method is to facilitate traditionally complicated hardware programming with a simple interface. Examples of hardware circuits supported by the OOPIC object library are DC motors, LCD displays, flame detectors, EEPROMs, serial ports, and keypads. Manipulating the physical object is a matter of manipulating a GUI-represented logical object, which is done at runtime by the user, a program, or another software object. Controlling a target hardware device
involves changing the properties of its representative object or writing code to do the same thing at runtime.

Also, the OOPIC platform contains an optional robot control device that greatly simplifies the handling of hardware circuitry when developing robotics applications. OricomTech (www.oricomtech.com) recently released the BOT40, a production-level motor controller board that contains the most commonly used external hardware components used in hardware programming applications. The BOT40 includes an OOPIC controller that can be programmed to control the prescribed devices and more. It allows rapid development by novice programmers, who need not understand even basic electronics to program hardware.

**Productivity.** The inheritance of object properties within classes and subclasses promises to improve programmer productivity. Remedial steps in OOPIC application development involve selecting program components from an existing, standardized class library. The environment facilitates greater application flexibility by allowing OOPIC programmers to develop user-defined objects and proprietary object libraries. The combined libraries support object reuse and portability in subsequent development projects.

**Product Functionality.** The propensity to provide greater application functionality and quality is another advantage of OOPIC over its predecessors.

The OOPIC method incorporates three features that allow developers to create functionally superior hardware control applications. First, by binding objects, programmers can use the OOPIC environment to create virtual circuits, which help represent object relationships that involve continuous monitoring or updating. Virtual circuits facilitate multitasking by running in the background while the human user interacts with other functions.

Multitasking represents a major product advantage of OOPIC over traditional architectures, such as the Basic Stamp. While the Basic Stamp architecture is faster in performing single tasks, OOPIC represents a paradigm shift in how hardware programmers can work. Savage measures processing speed in the OOPIC by virtual circuit operations (VCO), which are instances of communication between or within objects. The table appearing here illustrates a comparison using both measures for the OOPIC I and Basic Stamp I hardware versions.

Polymorphism allows multiple homogenous messages to be sent to several objects simultaneously. OOPIC uses polymorphism to link several programmable hardware objects together, forming a library of programmable virtual circuits. An object can participate in several virtual circuits at a time, due to the many-to-many relationship between them.

The OO platform facilitates event-driven responding. FPIC applications often respond to real-world events, such as when a non-stationary robot bumps into a wall. When such environmental occurrences trigger changes in object properties, predefined procedures can be called. Procedural events in OOPIC applications can be triggered by any change in a property. OOPIC naturally facilitates event-driven programs by representing real-world events as independent objects. As the application interacts with its environment, the properties of OOPIC’s event object change states, which may in turn change the program flow. Creating event-driven applications involves two additional steps during OOPIC development. First, analysts should identify the potential events and associated logic paths that exist in alternative solutions during design. Second, the event object and associated methods should be added to the application during programming.

The OO aspect of OOPIC greatly facilitates a networking orientation. Using the I2C networking protocol developed by Philips Semiconductors, developers can address up to 127 OOPICs in one architecture. Or, developers can link up to 126 co-processors to a single OOPIC controller. The OOPIC Programming Interface allows developers to manipulate or read from any property on any OOPIC controller on the network. The network can operate autonomously, allowing the controllers to manipulate or read the property values of one another, allowing the network nodes to control one another in a
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